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Ariane 

Release Notes 
 

 

DTO1/DR 
April 2019 

 

V8.1 3321 64 bit version (2nd April 2019) minor 

 

Calculation 

 Unified calculation DLL path fixed (bug reported on some computers) 
 
 

Interface 

 None
 



Output 

 None 
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V8.1 3320 64 bit version (1st March 2019) 

 

Calculation 

 Turret mooring system static equilibrium batch calculation fixed. 
 
 

Interface 

 Display vessel name for coupled cases corrected in load cases.

 3D view: Turret display automatic refresh.
 



Output 

 Vessel load “lines load on vessel” corrected. 
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V8.1 r3316 64 bit version (02nd January 2019) 

 

Calculation 

 Time Domain Single constant seed issue for wave fixed. 

 Time Domain calculation in LF&WF fixed (could not be run due to dll issues). 
 
 

Interface 

 HydroStar Mooring circular frequencies definition fixed.

 Line setup refresh management improved.

 3D view robustness improved.

 Compatibility with Ar7 converted files improved.
 

Output 

 Analytical summary save in file option fixed.

 Additional export implemented (xls, xml, mat, …).
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V8.1 r3313 64 bit version (05th October 2018) 

 

Calculation 

 Time domain output: correct turret point position in LF&WF (WF translation RAO 
components was not included in output calculation). 

 
 

Interface 

 Right click on loading case fixed when HydroStarMooring is not installed.

 Environment refresh fixed in 2D widget used in 3D scene.

 LDM interface fixed. Output can be reloaded now.
 

Output 

 Batch fatigue output file headers fixed.

 A post processing template cannot be removed anymore if a batch analysis uses it.
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V8.1 r3308 64 bit version (25th May 2018) 

 

Calculation 

 Hydrostatic calculation fixed in 6 dof with centre of buoyancy and centre of gravity are 
not vertically aligned. 

 Sinker output fixed. 

 QTFC extrapolation strategy changed. No extrapolation is done, the boundary value is 
used.

 

Interface 

 New user graphical interface
 New 3D widget replacing 2D mooring zone
 GUI optimization reducing memory load and file access

 Calculation parameters saved in project file. 
 

Output 

 Global angle of mooring lines

 3D offset added

 Axial tension template added
 

Documentation

 Theoretical manual updated according to latest improvements

 User guide updated
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V8.0 r3060 (30th November 2015) 

 

Calculation 

 Complement of time domain calculations:
 Low frequency calculation in 6 degrees of freedom.
 Unified low and wave frequency calculation in 6 degrees of freedom (convolution 

product).

 Complement types of drift loads:
 Full QTF in 6 degrees of freedom.
 Full QTF with wave-current interaction.

 Hydrodynamic coupling between vessels.

 Quadratic damping added.

 New external loads (grid loads).

 External loads COG position correction.

 Multi-elasticity line module improved and fixed.

 Axial tabulated lines.

 Catenary line solver accuracy improved.

 Catenary line solver robustness improved.

 Mutli-processing calculations for Time domain batch analyses.

 Dynamic positioning (Optional module).
 

Interface 

 Loading case input data summary with state, origin file and utility information.

 3D view robustness improved.

 Automatic save of all single calculations.

 Global GUI improvement. 
  

Output 

 Fully integrated advanced post-processing module.

 Outputs combination.

 Specific dedicated functions (Design tension, Decay test, etc.).

 Import / export post-processing templates.

 New graph and visualization plots.

 

Documentation

 Theoretical manual updated according to latest improvements.

 User guide updated.

 Notes on specific points.
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V7.0.2 r2184 (24th February 2012) 

 

Interface 

 Minor bug fixed on TDS single. The delta omega parameter for QTFC drift loads was 
not refreshed. 
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V7.0.2 r2181 (17th February 2012) 

 

Calculation 

 Munk moment error fixed. This bug has been introduced in release r2181.

 Barge mesh fixed for hydrostar mooring calculation.

 Fatigue calculation with inactive lines fixed.

 Correction of seeds values (now always int) to reproduce simulations and rounding of 
spectra values to be able to imose spectra which come from tds calculations output 
files.

 Correction of wave / current interaction with Airy wave.

 Wave / current interaction fixed.

 QTFC matrix symmetrization corrected.

 External loads COG position correction.

 Line characteristics robustness improved.

 Line profile improved.

 6 DOF combined loads.

 Relative wind and current effect calculated or not.

 TDS lying down mooring line length calculated.

 Fender loads calculation corrected and improved.

 QTFC calculation with H* Mooring (optional module).

 User mesh loading in H* Mooring (optional module).

 Line Dynamic Module (optional module) interface : correction of environment definition.
 

 

Interface 

 Improved license management.

 Aqwa input files convertor.

 Registry update (useful for relative paths).

 Global parameters as project dependent variables (and no software dependant).

 Static batch output options refresh improved.

 Static batch mooring zone refresh improved.

 Imposed offset initial position selectable.

 OCIMF current coefficients directly updated according to water depth and mean 
vessels’draft.

 OCIMF generation parameters saved in model.

 Time domain single calculation parameters saving corrected.

 Time domain batch simulations management improved.

 H* Mooring calculation parameters saved in model (option module).

 

Output 

 Data handler with separator choice.

 Time domain single recording time step.

 Vertical tension at anchor.

 Fatigue calculation parameters in output files.

 General fatigue calculation cycles (in batch tds).

 Fender loads output added to static batch files.
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 Matlab output format added for batch time series results.

 Vertical line tensions at fairlead, anchor and control points.

 Description of combined loads defined in output files.
 

Documentation 

 Update of all documents.
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V7.0.1 r1982 (23rd June 2010) 

 

Calculation 

 Horizontal tension fixed in LF + HF for multi-elastic mooring lines. 
 Current projection for wave / current interaction. 

 

Interface 

 LDM / Ariane 7 interface fixed for multi-elastic mooring lines. 
 Relative pathes mechanism more robust when different hard drives are used. 
 Current directory fixed when opening directly an Ar7 file. 

 

Other 

 Converters: 
 Add of multi-elastic coefficients from Ariane6 files. 
 Add of RAO from Moses. 
 Added mass files conversion from WAMIT fixed when coefficients are unsorted. 
 Add of FullQTF from Wamit. 

 Hydrostar mooring update. 
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V7.0.1 r1960 (12th April 2010) 

 

Calculation 

 New line characteristic module, including lines and control points calculations. More 
robust and time efficient. 

 Molin coefficient fixed for multi-body calculation. 
 Wave reference point for hydrodynamic data (can be different than reference point). 
 Hydrostar optional module included. 
 Equilibrium position more robust for TDS batch calculation. 
 Tabulated lines taken into account for Rigmove calculation. 
 Wave / current interaction transversal relative speed fixed. 
 Non linear added mass matrix. 

 

Interface 

 Relative path fixed for TDS batch calculations. 
 “Unlink all anchors” fixed. 
 Status bar for Rigmove calculation. 
 TDS options re-organised. 
 TDS batch analysis copy fixed. 
 Inactive lines can be hidden in the 3D view. 

 

Output 

 TDS batch fatigue cycles. 
 TDS batch results more robust. 
 External load input file export. 
 Wind time series file name in output file (TDS batch). 
 Combined loads optimization. 
 Static batch error log. 

 

Documentation 

 User guide update. 
 Microsoft standard help update. 
 New input and job example files. 
 Theoretical manual update (on request). 
 Implementation validation report (on request). 
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V7.0 r1880 (25th January 2010) 

 

Calculation 

 Total added mass matrix. 
 

Interface 

 Ariane7 help as Microsoft® standard. 
 Loading case refresh before batch TDS calculations. 
 Line Setup : Line characteristics plot at fairlead/anchor – axial/horizontal tension. 
 Line Setup : New fields in the summary table (line control points, height above seabed). 
 Graph axis caption. 
 Ability to load wind and current data as forces. 
 Ability to import and export loading cases. 
 RAO and QTF polar plots. 
 Relative paths for input and output batch files. 
 Imposed signal and discretized spectrum in bathc files. 

 

Output 

 Combined loads. 
 Wave seed in TDS single output files. 
 Line characteristic at anchor. 
 Anchor tensions and active loading case in TDS (single and batch) files. 
 Ar7 result files include fatigue results. 
 3D offset. 
 Corresponding azimuth of the maximum offset. 
 DIODORE file with several drafts. 
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V7.0 r1845 (8th December 2009) 

 

Calculation 

 Stiffness matrix in local axis system. 
 Batch TDS options fixed (only lines and thrusters activities). 
 Up to 5 independent waves. 
 Fibre ropes calculation fixed in TDS batch. 
 Imposed signal fixed. 

 

Interface 

 Wind time series 3D visualization fixed. 
 Anchor / Fairlead labels in line modele page. 
 New spectrum names in batch files. 

 

Output 

 Diodore output file (line characteristics). 
 Stiffness matrix eigenvals in the log after a static equilibrium analysis. 
 TDS batch result file with wind time series can be loaded in the interface. 
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V7.0 r1834 (4th November 2009) 

 

Calculation 

 Mutli-elastic segment calculation fixed in TDS. 
 Static batch calculation improved. 
 Seed displayed in log in TDS single. 
 Fatigue calculation optimization. 
 Fatigue lines control points calculation. 
 Munk moment fixed. 
 External loads multiple batch fixed. 
 Line characteristics at lift up and touch down points. 

 

Interface 

 Thruster display in 3D view if active only. 
 

Output 

 Fatigue line tension cycles available (single TDS). 
 Line control points outputs. 
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V7.0 r1819 (12th October 2009) 

 

Calculation 

 Calculation faster (new compiler used). 
 Hydrodynamic loads calculation improved. 
 Fatigue analysis in TDS single. 
 Line control Points fatigue in TDS single. 
 Airy wave phasis fixed in TDS. 

 

Interface 

 Offsets saved in model. 
 Batch results display in polar. 

 

Output 

 Line control points output batch in TDS. 
 Line control points results fixed. 
 Z coordinate fixed for fairleads.  
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V7.0 r1799 (23rd September 2009) 

 

Calculation 

 Mooring segments default dynamic parameters modified according to NI493. 
 Gaussian spectrum available for wave description. 
 Line characteristic visualization in the Line Setup page. The line profile can be modified 

according to the line characteristic point chosen. 
 Static equilibrium stability criteria fixed for multi-body calculation. 
 Default BV-GR4 breaking load calculation fixed. 
 Change of the line profile default parameter : horizontal tension. 
 Newton algorithm optimization (convergence and stability). Parameters have been 

added in Configuration  Options  Calculation parameters tab. 
 

Interface 

 Seabed display if site water depth was changed fixed. 
 Refresh of wave parameters if one or more wave is added or removed fixed. 
 3D view toggle menu correspondence fixed. 
 Log information location modified. The log can be shown or hidden thanks to the log 

button in the Menu bar. 
 Thruster time series windos label fixed (local / global).  

 

Output 

 Spectrum data available in TDS results. 
 Total environmental loads added to the Analytical Summary. 

 

Others 

 AR6 project conversion fixed with segment diameter in inch. 
 Conversion of AQWA hydrodynamic file format to Ariane7 hydrodynamic file format.  
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V7.0 r1781 (31st July 2009) 

 

Calculation 

 Line control points added to access to all data at any point on mooring lines. 
 Corrosion included in fatigue analysis. 
 In free surface plane first order loads (under validation). 
 Line characteristic not calculated for inactive lines. 
 BV approximation fixed. 
 Bug fixed when a vessel makes severals turns around the turret (more than 360°). 

 

Interface 

 Multi-analysis batch capability. 
 Imposed offset results bug fixed. 
 Line setup display directly refreshed. 
 Analytical summary fixed for inactive mooring lines. 

 

Output 

 Global azimuth of mooring lines added in the analytical summary. 
 Mooring line control points’ trajectory in TDS results (analytical and 3D view). 
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V7.0 r1760 (23rd June 2009) 

 

Interface 

 Full time series ar7 results file fixed. 
 Turret point “new” button fixed. 
 Fatigue for tabulated line avoid. 

 

Output 

 Axial tension not calculated for inactive lines. 
 External loads added in Static and Time domain results. 
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V7.0 r1749 (27th May 2009) 

 

Calculation 

 Bug introduced in rev1747 fixed. Wave drift loads were taken into account only when 
wind was selected. 

 MCS Module Library updated (Validation in progress). 
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V7.0 r1747 (26th May 2009) 

 

Calculation 

 Wind time series first value can be null. 
 Relative wind always taken into account. 
 Batch calculation for external loads fixed. 
 Turret position time trace output added.  

 

Interface 

 Bug free Static progress bar. 
 Show warning can be replaced by blincking info log. 
 TDS Batch results can be refreshed during calculation. 
 Automatic refresh of wind and current forces coefficients. 
 Harris spectrum deleted (Harris/DNV is the same one). 
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V7.0 r1743 (15th May 2009) 

 

Calculation 

 Batch calculation fixed. 
 Munk calculation more robust. 

 

Interface 

 WAMIT file converter adimensionnalisation fixed. 
 File extension can be chosen for batch results. 
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V7.0 r1739 (12th May 2009) 

 

Calculation 

 Thrusters for multi-body cases fixed. 
 Environment static loads in analytical summary corrected. 

 

Interface 

 WAMIT hydrodynamic file converter added. 
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V7.0 r1736 (6th May 2009) 

 

Calculation 

 Hydrodynamic minor bug fixed. 
 

Interface 

 Y coordinate of centre of gravity fixed in 3D display. 
 Drag and drop for vessel files, line and environment store files added. 
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V7.0 r1732 (29th April 2009) 

 

Calculation 

 Turret model. 
 Wind time series. 

 Suppression of modulo function to have a continuous time series. 
 Static equilibrium calculation takes first value of the time series (should not be zero). 

 Thruster bug fixed for multi-body TDS calculations. 
 Reference point fixed. 

 

Interface 

 Interface for turret model. 
 Some minor bugs fixed.  
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V7.0 r1722 (6th April 2009) 

 

Calculation 

 External loads. 
 Fatigue analysis optimization. 

 

Interface 

 Autosave option. 
 Log traceability integrated n the interface. 
 Hydrodynamic data can be exported from the interface. 
 3D OpenGL view can be split. 
 Batch results time series exported in different files in column format. 
 MCS input files can be exported and loaded in the interface. 
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V7.0 r1700 (25th February 2009) 

 

Calculation 

 Beta version of fibre ropes model (multi-elasticity). 
 Adimensionnalisation of damping coefficients fixed. 

 

Interface 

 TDS batch calculation errors traced into a file. 
 Editor choice for automatically opened output file.  

 

Others 

 Ar6  Ar7 conversion tool fix (segment diameter, name of the material, added mass / 
damping dimensional or not, hidden lines). 
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V7.0 r1692 (19th February 2009) 

 

Interface 

 Static results. 
 Thrusters display in 2D. 
 Batch results reloading capacity. 
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V7.0 r1690 (13th February 2009) 

 

Calculation 

 Fatigue analysis (Miner rainflow, API RP2 SK) optimization and correction. 
 Static results in batch with constant loads. 
 Line characteristics optimitzation. 
 R4K4 Breaking Load fixed. 

 

Interface 

 Selection choices for batch results. 
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V7.0 r1682 (9th February 2009) 

 

Calculation 

 MCS lLDM (Line Dynamic Module) integration. 
 Fatigue calculations (Miner / Rainflow, API1, API2, API3, Weibull). 
 RAO symmetry fixed. 

 

Interface 

 Welcome message box at the first use of Ariane 7 to configure license. 
 Ariane6.3 to Ariane7 convertor. 
 Batch results page (histograms, scatter and surface representations). 
 MCS results page. 
 Check for updates from www.veristar.com. 
 New blindings on 3D views. 
 New representation of environmental element directions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

http://www.veristar.com/
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V7.0 r1675 (9th January 2009) 

 

Calculation 

 Thrusters time series in batch single fixed.  
 Static options choice fixed. 

 

Interface 

 Height of fixed fender fixed in the OpenGL 3D view. 
 New option to fill heading 360° of hydrodynamic data from heading 0°. 
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V7.0 r1673 (19th December 2008) 

 

Calculation 

 External loads functionality (under tests). 
 Correction Munk moment in TDS. 
 Anchor position setting also from “Line Setup”. 
 Thrusters time series expressed in global axis system. 

 

Interface 

 New button displaying the license borrowing status. 
 New functionality for batch files : possibility not to specify some environment keywords. 
 Seed added in output files (TDS single text). 
 Time series for batch tabulated output files. 
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V7.0 r1668 (10th December 2008) 

 

Interface 

 Bug fixed for batch file reading. 
 Add of “CoG” keyword to enter the centre of gravity as reference point for hydrodynamic 

input files. 
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V7.0 r1666 (3rd December 2008) 

 

Calculation 

 Bug fixed with tabulated lines in TDS. 
 

Interface 

 Bug saving user defined segments fixed. 
 Bug packing elasticity coefficient widgets fixed. 
 In plane line profile 3D view. 
 Message boxes added if gyration radius in yaw or displacement are null. 
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V7.0 r1664 (25th November 2008) 

 

Calculation 

 Bug fixed when modifying installed lines and using buoys or sinkers. 
 

Interface 

 Fixed bodies added in 3D view. 
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V7.0 r1663 (20th November 2008) 

 

Calculation 

 New way to drive batch calculations (Static and Time Domain) in order to optimize 
memory request for very big batches. 

 Bug fixed for fenders between a dock and a vessel. 
 In order to satisfy customers’ requests, “z” axis is inversed to have a direct axis system. 

The ONLY modification is for output results. Indeed, points like fairleads, turrets, control 
points, thrusters, … are still defined upwards. 

 Bug fixed for current tds output. ONLY output were affected by this bug (motions and 
tensions calculated are good). 

 Thruster loads added in batch equilibrium analysis. 
 

Other 

 Tabulated output text files replace Excel to improve code robustness and calculation 
speed (static batch). 

 New option to generate environment batch files directly from an environment in the 
store. 

 Bug fixed in wind / current coefficient input files (inversion of area labels in files ONLY). 
 Control points trajectories displayed in the 3D view. 
 Fender color in 3D view depends in its activity. 
 Representation of segments in line profile page (thickness function of breaking load). 
 Ariane7 results file (ar7) format optimized. 
 Calculation parameters added in text output files. 
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V7.0 r1655 (29th October 2008) 

 

Calculation 

 Check that hydrodynamic coefficients (RAO, QTF, QTFC, wind and current) are defined 
between 0. And 360 degrees;

 “Lines failure checking” module repaired for tabulated lines;

 Adding of Ochi-Hubble spectrum with 3 waves;

 Correction of the multibody high frequency offsets calculation;

 Correction of the COG height in multibody high frequency calculations
 

Other 

 Drag and drop functionality to open an Ariane7 project

 Input file paths saved in tds batch page

 Better management of input file reading errors

 Adding of batch time series labels in output files

 “NPD” spectrum renamed “Froya (NPD)”

 Correction of an OpenGL error occurring when a vessel length is zero

 Correction of sinker and buoy selection when curvilinear abscissae are not integers.

 

 

 


